


2 INT. SUE’S HOUSE. DAY

Sue is sitting at her living room table doing a card

reading... she is smoking a cigarette.

There is someone sitting opposite of her and there are tarot

cards spread out on the table in mid-reading formation...

SUE

Ok, so this one’s interesting... Do

you believe in ghosts? Spirits? The

dead coming back to haunt the

living?

We see the person sitting opposite of her to be Kyle.

KYLE

Have you ever seen a ghost?

SUE

Well I don’t believe in ghosts. You

have to believe in something to see

it.

KYLE

What do you believe in?

SUE

I believe in lots of things. Only

things I choose to though. You

should never believe in something

you don’t want to.

Sue takes another card from the pile and drops it into the

arrangement.

SUE

I believe in second chances...

Kyle watches her as she does so. She takes another card and

drops it into the arrangement.

SUE

I believe the moon landing was

fake...

SUE

but because people believe it was

real it sucked all the magic out of

the world...

She takes another card and drops it into the arrangement.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 2.

SUE

I believe there is someone for

everyone...

She takes another card and drops it into the arrangement.

SUE

But there’s not just one person for

everyone... just possibilities.

Sue looks up at Kyle.

KYLE

What you do does’t every scare you?

When you’re right? Does’t make you

feel like a crazy person?

SUE

Realizing you’re psychic is a lot

like realizing you’re not crazy.

You either embrace who you are or

you fight it. Everyone is

something. I try to stay open to

the possibilities of what’s out

there.

Kyle smiles.

KYLE

So, is there a possibility of

getting a drink with you?

SUE

(Change to a serious and

professional tone)

I... I do try not to get involved

with clients however. It gets

really complicated, really fast.

KYLE

That’s just relationships though.

Right?

SUE

Lets keep this about you.

KYLE

Who says I was talking about you.

SUE

You were thinking it.


